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The starting point of this investigation has been a study of transport
and deposition of Rhine sediments. The mineralogical investigation,
devised originally as a preliminary study of the source of the sediments,
has acquired such importance that separate treatment became necessary.
Main problems are the source of the minerals, the relation between
grain size and mineralogical composition of samples, the influence of
abrasion on heavy minerals and the way of mixing of supplied associa-
tions.
In the second part methods of sampling, mechanical analysis, heavy
mineral separation and fraction analysis of the heavy residue are
discussed.
Chapter II
The development of heavy mineral research in the Netherlands is
described and the publications of a number of Dutch authors are cited.
The theoretical foundation of their work, formed by the sedimentary
petrological province, is discussed at length. It is shown that the analy-
sing methods used for this investigation are sufficiently accurate to
fulfrll the requirements. The criticism by German authors of the Dutch
methods is refuted.
Chapter III
The influence of grain size on the mineralogical composition of a
sample, being of essential interest for the interpretation of heavy mineral
data, is discussed in this ch4pter. The original size of the heavy minerals
is shown to determine their occurrence in different size grades. The
influence of density is negligible. The mineralogical composition is
determined to a large extent by the heavy mineral content of the differ-
ent size grades. Almost no relation exists between the size frequency
distribution of a sample and its heavy mineral content and mineralogical
composition. The influence of this so-called granular variation can be
eliminated by the use of large numbers of samples. For special purposes
fraction analyses have been used. A detailed summary can be found
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Chapter IV
All minerals and mineral varieties are described here. Only properties
observed on minerals from this study are given and those useful in
routine work have been stressed.
Chapter V
The mineral associations of most important affluents and supply
areas are discussed in this chapter. At the end ofeach part the principal
facts are summarized. Supplied are: by the Aare: garnet, epidote and
alterites; by the Vosges and the Black Forest: garnet, blue-green and
brown hornblende; by the Neckar and the Main: monazite from
Bohemia and etched garnet from the Triassic, besides tourmaline, zircon
and rutile; by the volcanic region of the Rhenish Schiefergebirge: augite,
titanite and basaltic hornblende. The mineralogical composition of the
Triassic of southern Germany, the aeolian distribution of volcanic
minerals and the origin of minerals in the Pleistocene terraces of the
Meuse are briefly discussed. All associations are grouped into distribu-
tive provinces.
Chapter VI
The Rhine may be divided into three zones. In the Upper Rhine
nearly all minerals (chiefly alterites, epidote, garnet and blue-green
hornblende) have been derived from $witzerland. Only a very small
amount of heavy minerals is supplied by the other affluents of this
region. This may be entirely different for the light fraction supplied
by the Neckar and the Main. In the Bingen-Bonnzone volcanic minerals
from the Rhenish Schiefergebirge are supplied in large quantities. The
mixing of these coarse minerals with the fine Upper Rhine assemblage
results in large granular variations. In the Lower Rhine province at
first 15-25 % of volcanic minerals occur. Downstream from km 75o
this percentage increases to 3S-5o oio as a result of the taking up of
coarse sands from valley deposits. The influence of glacial sands of the
A-province from the Lippe area is very slight.
The influence of a tributary is not determined by its drainage area,
but by the original size of the heavy minerals and by the heavy mineral
content of its sediments. On the whole the changes resulting from
supply by affluents are small and of limited extent.
In the Bingen-Bonn zone tributary sands are deposited in the Rhine
as separate bars that lose their individuality only very slowly.
The Rhine to a large extent only transports locally reworked sands on
comparatively small distances. The largest part of the bed load of the
Upper and Lower Rhine consists of reworked Pleistocene sands. River
transport is a verv slow process.
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The influence of abrasion on the heavy minerars is, even in the case
of the little resistant augite and hornbl"ná", n"giigibl;.- 
-^'"
As a result of the special conditions in tire Èrriï" À""y concrusions
cannot directly be applied to other rivers.
A detailed summary is given at the end of this chapter.
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